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Abstract: Experimental and theoretical research is reported on the expansion of a two-phase fluid
consisting of a mixture of compressed gas and solid particles. Experimental temperature
measurements indicate that the expansion is describable as isothermal for the conditions studied.
During the expansion, the energy of the compressed gas is converted into kinetic energy of the
solid particles. The solid particles travel at a subsonic speed, serve as a heat exchange medium,
and are recycled. In the experiment, the gas-solid two-phase fluid travels through a nozzle during
the isothermal expansion. Conversion of the energy of a compressed gas has been demonstrated
experimentally using a turbine to convert the kinetic energy of the solid particles into other forms. A
second method is also being studied for converting the kinetic energy of the solid particles after the
gas expansion. The second method, which would replace the turbine, would convert the kinetic
energy of the solid particles into electrical energy by charging the solid particles (e.g., by passing
them through an electron plasma or by reflection off one plate of a capacitor). The charged solid
particles would then carry a current across a change in electric potential inertially (without collisions
with a wall) and then be discharged (e.g., by passing them through an ion plasma or by reflection
off one plate of a second capacitor).
The Concept

Conceptual illustration of the system studied. The dynamometer
can be replaced (e.g., by an electric generator, mechanical
transmission, or hydraulic pump), depending on the form of
output energy desired. A volume V of two-phase fluid increases
as it accelerates down the nozzle.

Theoretical Sample Parameter Values

Experiment
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Procedure:

First the particles are transferred through D (using the lever at E to open the path of flow, but making sure to close the valve afterwards to
cut the path of compressed air) to the holding vessel H. Then, the holding vessel is brought to 40psi with compressed air (following the Air Flow pathway
below). To conduct the experiment, lever K is lowered, opening the path of flow, and allowing the fluid to pass through the nozzle, impinging on the
propeller. The flow must be cut off early (before the entire chamber of particles passed through the nozzle) as the propeller could undergo catastrophic failure
with only the compressed air load upon it. The particles are collected within J, weighed, and the experiment is ready for another trial. Nothing but the
electricity to run the compressor is consumed in this experiment.

Air Flow: Starting at the compressor (not shown) the air flows to C through the standard compressed air quick-connect coupling

to A to the last

pressure check valve and linkage at G which then finally raises the pressure inside H. When the experiment is conducted, the fluid (consisting of the particles
and air) travels through H, then

N and is collected in J.
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Air Flow
At this point in the apparatus,
the stream is composed of
compressed air, without
particles, and is connected (in
the picture) between the flow
rate regulating valve and the
top cut off valve.

Results
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Gravity only
Without pressure, the
stream is very
constant, and
demonstrates exactly
what we are looking
for. The spatial
variations (chops in
the stream) elongate
with respect to
vertical displacement,
due to the effect of
gravity on the
particles. !

Possible Future Systems

